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INTRODUCTION

I. THE EXTENDED BOUNDARY CONDITION METHOD While resonances of submerged elastic objects such as
Since detailed discussions of the EBC technique are spheres and infinite cylinders have been studied over the past available in the literature,"' here we only present the forseveral decades, resonances of the more complicated targets mulas which facilitated easy computation of the threesuch as spheroids and finite cylinders have been investigated dimensional scattering strength distributions. The T matrix only recently. For spheres and cylinders, it has long been relates the partial wave coefficients if} of the scattered field known' that the resonances can be labeled by an index pair to the corresponding coefficients {a} of the incident field (n,l) where n is the mode order in the normal-mode series through a matrix equation: solution for the scattered field, and 1 labels each individual f= T, resonance within each mode it. The family of resonances identified by I 1 is called the Rayleigh family,' and famwhere T is the T matrix. The T matrix is only a function of ilies labeled by 1> 1 have been called Whispering Gallery the boundary conditions and the shape of the object. Conseresonances.' Echoes returned by elastic prolate spheroids quently, once T is known, the scattered field can be deteralso exhibit Rayleigh resonances" for aspect ratios as high mined for any chosen incident field a. In our calculation, the as LID = 10, where L is the length and D the diameter. It incident signal is a plane wave. was shown 4 that the frequency of a given resonance inThe differential scattering cross section da/dil can be creased with the LID ratio, and that resonance could be written in terms of the Tmatrix as excited at any aspect angle.
do" In addition to the Rayleigh and Whispering Gallery red L 1 sonances, other resonances having a flexural origin have / 1 0' been predicted recently for prolate elastic spheroids.' Unlike
'), in the Rayleigh case, the frequency of these resonances decrease with increasing LID ratio. "Iheir amplitudes are where the pair (0,6) denote the incident direction, (0',6') about three times those of the Rayleigh resonances for equivthe scattering direction, and the sum runs over the partial alent spheres circumscribing the spheroids. The flexural oriwaves /, 1', and in. The Ys are spherical harmonics. The a,,, gin was verified by comparing the resonance frequencies for arc the plane-wave expansion coefficients. The advantage of spheroids predicted by the extended boundary condition this formula is that once the T matrix is calculated, subse-(EBC) method,"' u with those of free-free Timoshenko quent computations of the scattering cross section for an beams'-' of circular cross sections possessing the same asincident signal direction defined by (0,6) and a scattered pect ratios. The agreement is very good, and becomes better signal direction defined by (0',6') can be done quickly for increasing aspect ratios L ID.
through a few simple multiplications and additions. In earlier work,' S bistatic angular distributions were given in the plane defined by the incident signal (phmne wave) and the major axis of the prolate spheroid. In the 11. THREE-DIMENSIONAL BEAM PATTERNS present paper, we study the three-dimensional angular disWe present scattering from a prolate solid elastic sphertributions of scattering strength of both the flexural and the oid, with axial s~mmetr about its main axis. Its threeRayleigh resonances for different incident angles. We presdimensional beam pattern (acoustit-scattering strength as a ent three-dimensional polar plots of scattering strength, giv,-function of spherical polar angles) may be ,isualized as a ing additional insights into these resonances.
closed surface about the spheroid. This surface is such that strength in the direction of the radius vector. We present the
beam pattern as a wire-frame plot with three-dimensional
perspective for easy visualization. To define the coordinate A system, let us assume that the spheroid major axis is horizontal. Then the eye of the observer would be located in tile vertical plane containing the axis, at approximately 65' elevation above the axis, far away from the spheroid. The inci-" V dent signal (plane wave) would be in the horizontal plane.
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For end-on incidence, the line joining the eye to the center of Figure 1 shows the onance as in Fig. 1 , but illustrate the variation of the angular three-dimensional angular distributions of scattering distribution pattern as kL /2 (and thus the frequency) is varstrengths for the elastic spheroid at the first resonance (kL / ied from a value below the resonance point to a value above 2 = 2.52), compared with the corresponding rigid body disit. It is clear that for a change of only 0.06 in kL /2 above or tributions. Figure 1 (a) and (d) for end-on incidence are below its resonance value 2.52, the angular distribution pattern approaches that for a rigid body [ Fig. 2(f Figure 3 is similar to Fig. 1 , for the second flexural reso1q, ,-/' nance at kL /2= 5.15. Figure 4 is similar to Fig. 2, again for KK\k I r., . Figure 6 shows that the resonance is comparable in width (in frequency domain) to the second flexural resonance discussed in Sec. II A. A change Ill. CONCLUSIONS of 0.4 in kL /2 is needed to bring down the resonance closer Three-dimensional angular distributions of acoustic to the rigid body case.
scattering strength arising from flexural and Rayleigh reson-A notable feature of the Rayleigh resonance is the signifances of a prolate steel spheroid are presented. The flexural icant amount of scattered energy directed to very steep anresonances are particularly significant because they are gles. This has important implications for applications to obstrongly excited by more than 20 dB above the nonresonant ject in a waveguide, since substantial energy will be reflected background, when the incident angle is between 35* and 55 from the top and bottom surfaces of the waveguide. This relative to the axis of symmetry. 
